SOCIALLY DRIVEN MUSIC
“A ROADMAP TO NEW MUSIC STORIES FROM THE DISRUPTED RECORD INDUSTRY”

WHAT IS SOCIALLY DRIVEN MUSIC ?
▪ Socially Driven Music’s premise is that the term music

publisher is an archaic misnomer in today’s music industry
reality. It doesn’t describe the breadth of services of this
integral profession. When truly fulfilling its purpose, the
more befitting description is music facilitator (including
worldwide discovery, cultivation, development, production,
distribution, marketing, promotion, administration).
▪ As we develop new music catalogues, SDM was designed

as an artist-centric, full-service component to be inserted
into or exist alongside an existing music company, acting

as a music facilitator catalyst across a spectrum of
services .
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SOCIALLY DRIVEN MUSIC
As a consultant and/or strategic partner, what especially distinguishes Socially Driven Music from any would-be
competitors is the fact that it is among the end-users of the music it creates and/or surfaces as it connects music
and social causes (in addition to traditional exploitation).

SDM specializes in creating socially poignant music that is matched to distribution opportunities.

Ultimately, SDM is the architecture for creating socially reflective and engaging music catalogues which may be co-

administrated with its partner and possibly later acquired while the system proceeds to repeat the process.

There is a clear opportunity for the traditional pattern of an independent creative entrepreneurial company leading
the industry, resulting in a later acquisition by one of those it led.
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SOCIALLY DRIVEN MUSIC
●

Considering the recent past and how music at
its best can reflect society, we are reminded
that Plato said:

●

Plato said: “Life is a shipwreck, but we must
not forget to sing in the lifeboats.”

●

Voltaire: “Music is a moral law. It gives soul to
the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the

imagination, and charm and gaiety to life and
to everything,” and “Those who can make you
believe absurdities can make you commit
atrocities.”
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SOCIALLY POIGNANT MUSIC
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01

So, Socially Driven Music is the intersection of Music
and Social Impact — not periodically, but on a daily
basis .
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The following is essentially a modified SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats)
analysis.
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Besides revolutionizing local activism and philanthropy
by creating community with local emerging and
established artists, their fan base ambassadors and
social impact causes, Socially Driven Music’s catalytic
model

puts

forth

several

integrated

Value

Propositions that address many of the music industry’s
ongoing challenges, including :
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VALUE PROPOSITION # 1
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Encouraging a focus on the creation of socially poignant
music appealing to and bringing together diverse music fans
with a return to #MusicThatMatters; i.e., a sustained
reemergence of culturally influential artists and writers with

music as impactful in today’s chaos as it was in the late 60’s
and 70’s (see the complete Socially Poignant Music Playlist
on SDM's Landing Page : http://bit.ly/SDMMailChimp).

There is no competition for SDM in this lane and a high
barrier to entry for existing companies (copycats are not

credible).

VALUE PROPOSITION # 2
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SDM’s strategies rely upon our creation of untapped marketing concepts which identifies

1

emerging talent hyper-locally and promotes it and established talent via an unusually deep
integration between them and wide-ranging positive social causes.
We create a community of music and social good ambassadors and advocates

2

(virtually every town has a potential Musicpreneur facilitator who is a super-fan) who
can execute on our vision and with a shared passion for creating #MusicThatMatters.
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We are a particularly compelling solution for Independent Artists and Songwriters. This
potential is further fueled by a dedication to utilizing cutting-edge tech to major advantage.

CAUSES
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▪

CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) ADVICE

▪

RESTORING FACTS AND TRUTH AS OUR NORM

▪

ENVIRONMENT

▪

DIVERSE AND SYSTEMIC DISCRIMINATION

▪

LBGTQ RIGHTS

▪

MARRIAGE EQUALITY

▪

ANTI-TERRORISM

▪

VETERANS

▪

SENIOR CARE

▪

HOMELESSNESS

▪

CAREGIVER SUPPORT

▪

HUNGER

▪

ELDER ABUSE

▪

FOOD WASTE

▪

ANTI-BULLYING

▪

ANIMAL CRUELTY

▪

REASONABLE GUN CONTROL

▪

SEXUAL LIFESTYLES

▪

VOTING RIGHTS & REGISTRATION

▪

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

VALUE PROPOSITION # 3
As SDM rallies music creators and fan bases to social issues about which they are mutually passionate (and which
often involve other prospective fans), we quickly recognized that this is best made possible by also influencing the
politics integral to it all.

The company incentivizes voter turnout and appeals to young prospective voters to effect positive change.
Activism examples can be found on SDM’s Landing Page: http://bit.ly/SDMMailChimp.

SDM is a Headcount Ambassador and partner of Power The Polls.

We are also proponents of a variety of activism sites, including Future of Music Coalition, Causes.com, Change.org,
clusterforchange.com, Volunteer Match, ACOSA (Community), and so many more. We support various causes and
legislative initiatives from matters of the music industry to issues as far ranging as Voting Rights and AntiDiscrimination, Reasonable Gun Control, Food Insecurity and Saving The Elephants.
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VALUE PROPOSITION # 4

SDM excites a wide demographic of fans and re-

engages older generations who are alienated by much of
today’s music by introducing more relatable themes.

There is an immense group of music fans who revert to
older music in the absence of current music that reflects
their lives and values.
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VALUE PROPOSITION # 4
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SDM can also identify and exploit growth areas,
with particular attention to the 80/20 rule where
much of the vast catalogues of the major labels
and publishers tend to languish while most
attention is paid to the newest music.

We resurrect the careers of these artists and
writers

through

our

focused

attention

to

Legacy/Heritage creators and their dormant
gems.

VALUE PROPOSITION # 5

01
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As SDM executes its complementary plan of reactivating
established artists and writers, it is often in collaboration
with emerging talent. Artists and Songwriters are
immersed in interactive daily social impact with fans of

shared passions for social causes.

02

Artists

and

Songwriters

are

immersed

in

interactive daily social impact with fans of shared
passions for social causes.
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We accomplish this renewed attention by developing
new visceral music reflecting the spirit of fans and
relevant causes to complement catalogue.

VALUE PROPOSITION # 6

01

One of SDM’s priorities is reigniting the careers of

seminal, brilliant songwriters (many of whom are
members of the Songwriters Hall of Fame) and
who have been side lined by vapid trends that rely

more on production techniques.

02
03

As a result, it discovers and exploits unpublished
“Piano Bench” songs.

SDM offers former music executives a return

to the music business as Mentors.
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VALUE PROPOSITION # 7

01
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SDM’s global yet hyperlocal model establishes channels
of communication between luminary music business

executives (Mentors), super-fans becoming modern day
talent scout and A&R reps (Musicpreneurs), artists and
songwriters, and diverse social causes to reciprocally
benefit the discovery, cultivation and marketing of

emerging local talent in tandem with the causes they
passionately support.

BUSINESS
EXECUTIVES

02

This network of Mentors and Musicpreneurs (M&M) are
tasked with finding new talent and music projects and
presenting them to SDM for development purposes. SDM

uses this system as a “Farm Team” to identify, develop
and groom up-and-coming artists, and some of these
new artists will be offered an “option” to work with the
company.

(MUSIC PRENEURS),

MUSIC
COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS

ARTISTS AND
SONGWRITERS

VALUE PROPOSITION # 8
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SDM’s Mentors will receive a percentage of the revenue generated from Artist merchandising and of the royalties
generated by business brought to SDM for the first three years of the royalties.

Musicpreneurs will receive a percentage of the revenue generated by merchandise sales and special access to
events for the first three years.

Both will be offered an unusual crowdfunding opportunity to help underwrite SDM specific Artist & Writer acquisition
costs for an additional percentage of revenue participation.

VALUE PROPOSITION # 9

1

SDM demonstrates new marketing opportunities in local
markets that are then parlayed nationally and scaled

internationally by tapping into large existing Special Interest
Groups and Community Organizers, and syndication of the
business model worldwide.

2

SDM incorporates advanced analytics to target talent and fan
bases, and to exponentially expand synchronization licensing

opportunities with Geo-demographic information.
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VALUE PROPOSITION # 10
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SDM offers imaginative use of tech to generate new,
more personal experiences for fan-artist interaction
and monetization, including use of audio-based
social networks such as Clubhouse and Twitter’s
new Spaces, Yac, etc., and other vehicles such as

Twitch Live and Non-Fungible Tokens.

It offers its own API, for example, as it innovates on
the

tech

tools

that

allow

heretofore

relationships between artists, fans and causes.

unseen

VALUE PROPOSITION # 11
SDM compensates everyone in the value

chain, including creating additional sources
of revenue for artists and songwriters from
sponsorship by ancillary sources related to

causes without subtracting from donations
to the causes; e.g., Petco sponsors Animal
Rescue Events.
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VALUE PROPOSITION # 12
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SDM dismisses and replaces excuses for lack of transparency and works to expedite royalties, worldwide, including
spearheading uses of Blockchain platforms for emerging talent and their collaborators.

SDM offers original rich content production companies such as Netflix, Hulu and Amazon an opportunity to
transform much of their music expense to a revenue center through copyright participation and administration.

VALUE PROPOSITION # 13
▪ Untapped music communities include members
of fitness platforms such as Peleton, Echelon,
Nautilus , Nordic Track , TRX and Tonal, who are
activated into in a competitive format amongst
them for the benefit of SDM Contests selected

for different causes. There are many other
similarly untapped sources of music fans.
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VALUE PROPOSITION # 14
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SDM’s Mentors / Musicpreneurs system replaces a
need for a large SDM staff expense and is further
underpinned by its Advisory Board and Board of
Directors.

SDM alleviates typical funding hurdles by operating
leanly and with the potential of funding acquisitions
through crowdfunding, possibly matched by Investor
or Industry partner options.

SDM BRANDING
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SDM Branding — Artists and Songwriters will
proudly

display

their

association

with

Socially Driven Music and come together as
a family of caring music creators who are
proactively making a positive difference.

HOW IT WORKS?
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SDM utilizes a CRM (Customer Relationship Management) platform such as Nimble.com and our

Landing Page, in combination with Slack.com for efficient communication among team members,
leading to its development of a robust website.

Its API will then be offered to developers at no charge during the beta testing phase. Once that phase

has been completed, the platform will be re-evaluated to determine how best to monetize it. During the
beta phase, it will be used primarily as a marketing tool, allowing developers access to fan and artist
analytics in order to help the fans connect with artists, causes and other fans.

As part of its API development, SDM anticipates cultivating strategic partnerships and revenue
sharing agreements with website development platforms, such as Wix.com and Squarespace.com.
SDM envisions referring its client base to these website developers in exchange for a portion of the
revenue generated by SDM Fans through these sites.

PROOF OF CONCEPT
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Check out the following Bio and music industry experience of the company’s CEO :

STEPHEN CRAIG LOVE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

▪

Socially Driven Music is an artist-centric, advanced analytics company led by visionary
founder Stephen C. Love

and based upon his extensive music industry

background.Mr. Love was one of the co-architects of the legendary ATV Music Group
(publishers of the Lennon-McCartney catalogue and many other celebrated writers),
where he served as Executive Vice President, Worldwide.
▪

His career includes EVP Music, Worldwide, at Carolco Pictures, All American

Television and Pearson Television (Fremantle). Long considered a big thinker and
visionary, he has extensive experience in international music publishing creative,
royalties and overall administration, Film and TV supervision, and negotiation of
composer, artist and soundtrack agreements for dozens of productions.

CEO FILMOGRAPHY
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Check out the following Bio and music industry experience of the company’s CEO :

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

MOVIES DEPARTMENT

https://bit.ly/Stephen_Craig_Love_IMDb_Profile
stephen.love@sociallydrivenmusic.com
www.linkedin.com/in/stephenclove

Essays: https://bit.ly/SDMPublicationMedium
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Thank You

